Storm damage report - February 2017
Mintaro township
Burton Street - (lot 4) has been repaired numerous times, owners upgraded the cement pipe to
assist with waterflow 6 years ago. The entire section from Catholic Church Road down to King
Street needs attention. Primarily trench be deepened from Lot 2 through to end of Lot 4 and lined
with stones, like that of Jacka Road, Mintaro. (Previously reported to council via their online
request form. No response.)

A drain runs along the southern boundary of our block at the side of Burton street (Jolly way or the
Mintaro-Sevenhill road).
Our entry into the block is over a single concrete pipe built up with road metal. Vegetation like
branches and leaves builds up in the drain and when there is heavy rain it is washed down the
drain and blocks the pipe which is probably too small.
Flood water then flows over the driveway and cuts into the road surface before flowing back down
into the drain. The Council has repaired it on previous occasions but it is a repetitive exercise.
The drain needs to be kept clean of debris or a much larger culvert is required to allow the debris
to pass.
The problem then is that it will probably impact on the two other driveways or drain-ways
downstream.
The current danger is that vehicles entering our driveway are at risk of damage as are vehicles
which may have to pull over or may wander off the bitumen.This is a recurring problem.

Hill Street - There is a large build up of silt & rubble at the intersection of Hill St. & Burra St.opposite the Pub. Gets washed down every time we have a storm or decent rain event. Potential
skidding hazard, especially for bicycles. There is also uphill, scouring along the edges of Hill St.

Burra Street - intersection of Burton St (Jolly Way) and Burra Street badly needs repair patchwoork repairs in the past have washed out creating a very pocked surface. It is a poor look
for a main entrance road to the town.
Flow-off from the streets is eating away at the corner - has been patched recently but is already
beginning to deteriorate.

The bridge near the intersection has been damaged - with slate slabs being dislodged and erosion
to the edges of the structure

King Street, across Miller's Creek - bad damage to sealed surface and deep scouring to southern
side of street.

Short Street - concrete in ford was dislodged in the big storm and now makes the area
inaccessable to traffic. Believe this has been previously reported by a resident.

Torr Street - deep scouring on northern side of road from Kingston Rd intersection, south side also
but has been refilled. Loose washaway material spreading out over Torr St/Bright St intersection
creating unstable surface.

Wakefield Road - cypress trees to the east of Wakefield Road have been so damaged by the last
and previous storms that they are now an eyesore and need to be removed. They need to be
replaced with attractive trees.
I am not aware as to whether there are power lines in the area but if so trees which would not
require trimming ever would be best.

Young Street - washaway near intersection of Young Street and Kingston Road has exposed very
narrow left hand side of bitumised surface - this needs to be widened to allow cars to pass safely.

Also, loose washaway material collects at intersection of Young and Hill Streets creating an
unstable surface.

Mintaro district
Bowmans Road - Wakefield crossing on Bowmans road. Flooded river washed out the road either
side of concrete crossing. Although graded immediately after storm, this washout was filled, but
only with dirt that subsequently has washed or blown away. The result is a very dangerous bump
up onto the concrete. This then affects the vehicles suspension and on entering the dip in the
crossing the vehicle tyres are dangerously not in contact with the surface. This creates a
dangerous slip hazard for vehicle. We have pulled two vehicles out of this area since the damage.
Bowmans road down by the Wakefield river crossing needs gravel on the south side.
Hare Road - Wakefield crossing on Hare road has damage to the crossing with a washout and
probably should be filled.
Hare road heading north from river crossing. This road has lost all gravel up the hill in two large
areas. When road is now wet it is very difficult to drive on. If driving up the hill traction is almost
non-existent. Likewise if travelling down the hill, then this slippery surface is a danger and I can
see a vehicle unfamiliar with the road being involved in a significant spin. Road needs to be
gravelled.
Kadlunga Road - badly washed out areas along Kadlunga Road, in particular:
 the blocked culvert outside near the main entrance to Kadlunga, which has caused minor
damage to several vehicles.
 also second blocked culvert further along Kadlunga Road to south.
 badly eroded surface of the road.
Martindale Road - gravel has mostly been washed away. The road is occasionally graded but
holes are filled with the sand and or soil on the road and within days these holes return. When wet
this road is almost unpassable unless in a tractor and or 4 wheel drive. I believe this road needs to
be gravelled or indicated that it a dry weather road only as passing traffic finds difficulty getting out
and only causes great damage to road when wet.

cont./

Min-Man Road:
near Halls Road - bad scouring around culvert (has council bollards at site)

opposite entrance to Wirrilla Stud - similar bad scouring at culvert

at Ridge Road - Lesser scouring

at Wakefield Crossing - Wakefield crossing on Manoora road has a large wash out just over the
RH side (heading south) that should be considered a safety hazard and needs filling.
Wookie Creek Road - Reasonably bad scouring on Wookie Creek Road (north) side where
Hare/Wookie Ck Road crosses Merildin Road

Copper Ore Road (Min-Farrell Flat Rd) - many issues have been identified, including various
scouring events and culvert washouts as below.

near Smith Rd

Wockie Creek Rd corner

near Wockie Creek Rd (north)

near Faulkner Rd (south)

near Betterson Rd (south)

near Betterson Rd (north)

